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A computational model
for a text-to-speech translator in Italian
R. DELMONTE
1. The phonologlcal processor
We shaH describe the computer programme for the automatic
translation of any text of 1talian into naturaHy fluent speech,
or Phonological Processor (FP), which is used to guide a speech
synthesizer. The FP maps into prosodic structures the phonologlcal
rules of 1talian, Structural information is provided by such
hierarchical prosodic constituents as SyHable (S), Metrical Foot
(MF), Phonological Word (PW), Intonational Gl'OUp (lG), Onto
these structures, phonological rules are applied such as the
"leUer-to-sound ll rules, automatic word-stress rules, internaI
stress hierarchy rules indicating secondary stress, external
sandhi rules, phonologlcal focus assignment, logical focus
assignment, The FP constitutes also a model to simulate the
reading process aloud, and the psycholinguistics and cognitive
aspects related wlII be discussed in the computational model':
i. e, the FP simulates the operations carried out by an 1talian
speaker when reading aloud any text, To this end the speaker
shaH use the rules of his internaI grammar to translate graphic
signs into natural speech. These rules can be organized into
two levels, At a phonological high level we have suprasegmental
rules, and at a low level we have segmental rules, The latter
are represented by three levels of structure, that is S, MF, PW
and are governed by phonologlcal rules which are meant to
render the movements of the vocal tract and the coarticulatory
effects which occur regularly at word level and at word boundaries.
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The former are represented by one level of structures, the IG,
and are governed by rules which account for long range phenomena
like pitch contour formation, intonation centre assignment,
pauses.
ln brief the rules that the FP applies are the folIowing :
a) transcription from grapheme to "phoneme", including the
most regular coarticulatory and allophonic phenomena of the
Italian language;
b) automatic wOl'd stress assignment, including ail the most
frequent exceptions to the rules as weil as individuation of
homographs, which are very cornmon in Italian;
c) internai word stress hierarchy, with secondary stress/es
assignment, individuation of unstressed diphthongs, triph-
thongs, hiatuses;
d) extel'nal sandhi rules, operating at word boundaries and
resulting in stress retraction, destressing, stress hierarchy
modification, elision by assimilation and othel' phenomena;
e) destressing of functional words listed in a table lookup,
which is accessed first since these are higher frequency
wordsj
f) pauses marked off by punctuation; pauses deriving from a
count of PIVs; pauses deriving from syntactic structural
phenomena; comma intonation marking of parentheticals,
appositives and similar structures;
g) rules to restructure the IG when too long, more than 7 PIVs,
or too short, less than 3 PIVs;
h) Focus Assignment Rules (FAR), firstly to mark Phonological
Focus, or intonation centre dependent on lexical and phono-
logically dependent phenomena;
1) FAR to mark phenomena dependent on syntacticalIy and
semantically determined intonation centre.
From a general computational point of view, the FP operates
bottom-up to apply low level rules, analysing each syllable of
each word at a time, until the PlV structure is reached; it
operates top-down to build higher structures, the IG, where to
apply high level rules by analysing each PlV at a time and
conjoining them into IG.
As far as phonematic transcription of Italian texts is concerned,
there seems to be no such difficulties as for English. In fact
letter-to-sound rules are relatively few and quite straight
forward to describe . There are a number of exceptions and
counter-exceptions to the rules which have to be specified, but
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fig. 1 (continued)
Flowchart of the prosodie translator
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Flowehart of the prosodie translator
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no dictional'y lookup seems to be needed 0 The main difficulties
are created by digraphs and trigraphs which are ambiguous in
that they can render both stops and palatals; sorne of the
decisions concerning trigraphs must be delayed until stress has
been assigned by word stress rules o Ambiguous graphemes
include Sand Z which can have both voiced/unvoiced phoneme
pair 0 ln the programme. the two graphemes have been treated
together by the same set of rules operating conjunctively 0
Thus. a remarkable economy and simplicity has resulted; also.
similar underlying phonological rules govern decision for voice
assignment to S/Z. Letter-to-sound rules fol' [é.èJ and [6.ÔJ
phoneme pair can be implemented. As to word-stress rules. it is
our opinion that Italian speakers do not use directly morpho-
syntactic information to assign word stress. but an ordered set
of phonological rules to lexical items completely specified in a
lexicon 0 Morphological information is restricted to a subclass of
word types 0 Syntactic category information is required. also to
tell homographs apart 0
Speakers analyse fully specified lexical items by blocks of
word-stress rules ordered sequentiaIly. which address different
types of words according to syllable structure 0 Words are
made to enter each rule block disjunctively. that is each word
either enters a block and receives stress. or is passed on to
the next block. Exceptions are processed first: in our system
they are part of the rules. so that each rule has its own
exceptions also phonologically treated. In other systems they
are regarded lexical exceptions and are simply listed in a table
lookup and processed before entering the word-stress rule
procedure (see for instance the system organized at CSELT by
Prof. P .M o Bertinetto). No word can be sent back to steps of
the algorithm already passed. that is there is no backtracking.
The FP divides aIl words into two main classes according to
lexical and morphological information: open class words. and
functional or closed class words. the latter ones are destressed.
Lexical open class words are made to enter into blocks of l'ules
according to the following criteria:
a) BLOCK 1 deals with words with graphic stress on the last
syllable. Iike cari là, andrà, luned). etc.; with truncated
words. that is Italian words with consonant ending and
foreign words; with monosyllabic words which can receive
wordstress Iike sa. a verb. or be treated as functional
words Iike la. article. clitic or pronoun but always des-
tressed;
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b) BLOCK II deals with bisyIlabic words and applies to aIl
words the first general word-stress rule which states that if
a word has an heavy syIlable in penultimate position it will
receive stress on that syIlable;
c) BLOCK III deals with trisyIlabic words and with aIl words
ending with -ERvowel#. in which stress may result on the
penultimate syIlable if exception. and on the antepenult if
regular;
d) BLOCK IV deals with aIl words with more than three syIlables.
generaIly caIled polysyIlables; it assigns morphological stress
that is word-stress determined by morphological derivation
processes based exclusively on suffixes. More work needs to
be done on this section of Block IV. Information from the
lexicon and the morphological analyzer is needed in order to
divide adjectives of the type ending -ANO fl'om verbs with
the same ending : the two classes will receive stress on a
different syIlable position;
e) BLOCK V with further subroutines deals with words either
ending with a syIlable containing more than one vowel, or
with more than one vowel in penultimate syIlable. Biphone-
matic, triphonematic or tetraphonematic vowel groups may
l'esult in diphthong, tl'iphthongs, or hiatuses Iike bugia,
colloquiamo.. accioio.. aiuole.
Word stress rules take into account a series of phonotactic
conditions. as weIl as the syntactic category of the wOl'd which
is essential to the treatment of homographs and to verb treatment.
ln fact, Italian is very rich in homographs such as
1 2 l '1
ambita, aprJie
where stress can shift from first to second syIlable. UsuaIly by
varying the position of stress the meaning and the syntactic
category will vary. Such words are included in a table lookup
and receive stress from information derived from the morphological
analyzer and the preanalyzer, which are used to take decisions
about syntactic category assignment and about homography in
generaI.
Another class of homographs, belonging this time to the same
syntactic category is composed by such words as
ric6rdJti.. imp}cci6ti,
but also l ~. 1 b? .prlnclpl" or ,tri ..
1 2
turbine, ecc.
b 't? b 'r?' t'r? . , ?d'a/a.. ene ICI, ma e let .. pres/ 1"
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The first group is constituted by ail verbs of the fh'st conjugation
and are processed according to the position they occupy in the
utterance. If they come in first position or after a pause, it is
assumed that they are cIiticized Imperatives and stress is assigned
to the antepenuItimate syllable. If they do not have that position
in the utterance and an unstressed word or destressed word
Iike an auxiIiary precedes them they wiII be treated as past
particles and stress is assigned to the penuItimate syllable.
The second group of words must receive information from the
syntactic pre-analyzeI' as weil as from the morphologicaI analyzer
for instance where agreement decides to what category the word
wiII belong as in turbine: this word wiII receive stress on the
first syllable if singular, and on the second syllable if plural,
meaning wiII obviously change, accordingly. Local contextuai
information is sufficient to take the most suitable decision.
Where no such information is relevant, as in balia the Iexicon
and the subcategorization frame of the related verb in the
sentence wiII decide where to assign stress. At present, the
Iexicon has been organized only in ordel' to account for homography
and syntactic category assignment.
Next come rules that take decision about internai words-stress
hierarchy: they regard mainly secondary stress assignment but
also an adequate definition of ail unstressed syllables preceding
and following the stressed ones, to suit coarticulatory and
prosodie phenomena. To assign secondary stress the FP buiIds
up the MP structure. This is done by counting the number of
syllables preceding the stressed one. The rule states that the
FP has to alternate one unstressed syllable before each primary
or secondary stressed one. Restructuring may resuIt in words
with three or more than three syllables before the primary
stressed one, as in :
fèlici'tà, autèntici'tà, artificiali'tà, fotàgra'fare,
cinemàto'grafico J rappresèntativo'men te J matemàtico'mente J
u tilitaris tica'men te, precipitevolissime vol'men te.
According to the number of syllables, two unstressed syllables
may precede or follow the secondary stressed one. The Re-
structuring Rule for the MF takes into account performance
factors which require that the number of secondary stressed
syllables cannot be more than two when speaking at normal
rate. but aIso that no more than thl'ee unstressed syllables may
aiternate stressed ones. To produce particular emphasis, i. e.
when the word constitutes an utterance in itself , there may be
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a remarkable incl'ease in the number of secondary stresses to
three or even to fout' secondary stresses in the 8ame ward, as
in precipitèvolissimèvol'mente. As a result the speaking rate will
slow down noticeably at values - number of syIlables pel' second
- weIl under the norm, to suit the speaker's attitude in a
particular communicative situation.
Up to this point low level sh'uctures have been built by stress-sing
content words and destressing functional words, which have
become proclitics and are joined to the first sh'essed word
on their right to build PWs, as in dolla nostra parte (on our
side). High level rules localize punctuation pauses and start to
apply external sandhi rules, which may elide a vowel, as in la
fomiglM Agnelli, il moré è molto agitato; or produce a schwa-
like vowel as in hannq', Interesse, è fncredibile; retract primary
sh'ess as in 'dottor 'Romolo, 'ingegner 'Rossi. In the latter
case, stress ruleshave to move back primary stress and to
unstress the remaining syIlables.
It is essential to apply these rules in this phase, because
intonation centre may only be assigned to primary stressed
syIlables. Exceptions are represented eithCl' by auxiliaries which
can assume the l'ole of lexical verbs as in oggi non ci sono
(today l'm not there), ho chiesto ma non ce l'hanno (I asked
but they haven't got it); or by clitics and adjectives which can
become pronouns as in non ci vengo con te (I don't come with
you), preferisco quella (I prefer that one)-:-
External sandhi rules are highly sensitive to syntactic closure
phenomena, which can be adequately treated only if information
is provided by a syntactic parser and a semantic analyzer.
These ru les specify as a general condition for their application
the non existence of a pause between the two adjacent wOl'ds to
which they will apply. In particular, the two wOl'ds can belong
to tlVO major constituents or to the same major constituent, but
neither of them can be dominated by an F node different from
the one that dominates the second word, nor the second word
can be attached to the higher F node. In the foIlowing examples
the theory of syntactic closure should account for the fact that
the final constituent cannot possibly be attached to the major
constituent on its left: in this way a pause could be assigned
before it, and external sandhi rules will be prevented from
applying :
a) Oggi mi ha presentato oi suoi omici/Ignozio.
b) Mi hanna chiesto di non andare/espressamente.
c) Ti avevo detto di portorli tutti/insomma.
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Syntactic closure phenomena, which can be dealt with by a
sophisticated parser, are tightly related to IG construal rules.
These rules transform one or more PWs by joining them into an
IG, which shaIl receive the intonation centre by Focus Assignment
Rules (FAR). ra construal rules should intuitively buiId weIl
formed IGs. General weIl-formedness conditions could be esta-
blished so that phonological facts reflecting performance
limitations as weIl as syntactic and semantic structural facts can
be adequately taken into account. These conditions are formulated
as foIlows.
CONDITIONS A :
determined by instrinsic features of the functioning of
memory and of the articulatory apparatus or vocal tract,
which impose restrictions on the length of an IG - length is
defined in terms of number of constituents, Le. PWs, to be
packed into an IG; this number can vary with the speaking
rate and other performance factors which are strictly related
to temporal and spatial limitations of the language faculty;
CONDITIONS B :
determined by the need to transmit into an IG chunk of
conceptual information concluded in itself and related to the
rules of the internaI grammar.
Construction Rules referring to Conditions A ·wiII first base
their application on punctuation, assigning main pauses for
each comma, fuIl-stop, colon, semi-colon detected in the text.
Restructuring may then take place according to the number of
constituents present in each IG; if legs than three, the IG is
too short to stand on its own and it wiII be joined to the
preceding one. If more than seven PWs, and the utterance is
not yet ended, two IGs wiII resuIt according to phrase structure
as analysed by the grammar component. ProvisionaIly, contextual
information based on syntactic category is used: functional
words are destressed and are treated as proclitics to be joined
to the first foIlowing PW. To satisfy Condition B. the grammar
component has to provide syntactic and semantic information to
the FP.
The two already implemented grammatical subcomponents of the
system, though in need of improvements and additions, are the
Lexicon and the Morphological Analyzer. The former is made up
of the foIlowing entries :
1. FuIly specified entries
1 . 1. Functional words;
1. 2. Base verbs;
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1. 3. Base nouns and adjectives;
1.4. Past Participles;
2. Stems and affixes
It contains internai lexical procedures to build up new words of
the verb. adjective and noun category. The affixes. together
with inf1ections for verb analysis. are organized in a morpho-
logical analyzer. which is the pl'ocessor analysing the input
word. Affixes. i. e. suffixes and prefixes are joined in graph
structures. so that once the processor enters a graph tree it
can only continue along one of its branches. When the root of
the word is reached the processor also has reached a vertex
and can continue its search within fuIly specified entries .
Morphological information is thus made available accordingly: it
can include number, gender. tense and syntactic category. The
search can continue afterward if the wOI'd analysed contains in
its onset one or more prefixes. Stems. about 200. are very
useful to speed up the search analysis: its major drawback is
that it loges in syntactic and semantic information content.
which wiII have to be recovered elsewhere.
Syntactic category lies information is Iisted beside each fuIly
specified entry: they lit are aIl outputted with the word being
analysed if the search has been successfuI. Otherwise. only
branching depth and morphological types of the affixes being
detected is provided. This applies also to stems.
The final choice among the varions syntactic category labels
provided by lexical and morphologieal analysis wiII be decided
by a pre-analyzer which is being implemented at present. It is
organized in a transition table from one syntactic category to
the other of the 21 listed in the lexicon and the morphology.
Cross-comparisons al'e being computed by the pre-analyzer and
syntactic contextual restrictions are made to apply 10caIly so
that a first approximate result can be obtained as regal'ds
homographs belonging to different syntactic categories. The
remaining ambiguities wiII be solved by the syntactic parser to
be implemented.
Two different kinds of FAR are distinguished by the FP:
marked and unmarked ones. The former are dependent on syntactic
and semantic structural information; the latter are dependent on
phonological and lexical infol'mation: thus we have Logical
Focus and Phonological Focus. Phonologieal information is used
to account for utterances such as simple declaratives. lmpel'a-
tives. wh-questions. yes/no questions. echo questions where
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IGs can be built without structural information. Exceptions are
wh- questions where extraposition of pp from NP are in act, or
questions with words like perché, where focus is assigned to
the PP or to the question word; also in imperatives, when a
transitive verb is used, focus goes to the abject NP, In the
normal cases, the Nuclear Stress Rule can be made to apply in
a straightforward way, as follows: "lVithin an IG reduce to
secondary stresses ail pl'imary stresses except the one farthest
to the right",
Lexical information is required to label verbs and is passed on
to the phonologieal component in ordel' to assign focus to wh-
questions and imperatives. It is also essential in order to spot
logical opel'ators which induce emphatic stress and ath'act the
intonation centre of the utterance in their scope, shifting it to
the left of the utterance, to the first PlV following them. These
lexical items are quantifiers and intensifiers such as MORE,
MUCR, ALL, ALSO, ONLY, TaO, MANY, etc., which modify
the semantic import of the utterance, As to the presence of
Negation operators , in case the uttel'ance is composed of more
than one proposition, they can move the focus to the following
one.
The second set of FAR, the marked ones, shall assign Logical
Focus according to structural information relatively to those
constituents which have been displaced or moved to the left/right
of their predicates. For instance, left dislocation and topica-
lization will have to receive a different phonological treatment
from normal declaratives, as follows
a) La donna voleva fuggire
b) La fronte vole va accarelzare
c) La mamma voleva scrivergli
d) A lia mamma voleva scrivere
where the underlined constituents are assigned focus because in
(a) the subcategorization frame of the verb fuggire will inform
the parser that it is intransitive and takes no aBJECT; whereas
accarellare, a two-place pl'edicate needs a direct object to
produce a grammatical sentence, hence there is a topicalized
NP; scrivel'e a three-place predicate takes a human SUBJECT
and an inanimate aBJECT, hence la mamma is taken as subject
in (c); it can also take an indirect object as a third argument
which must be human, and this is fulfilled by alla mamma, the
PP left dislocated in (d),
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2. The Computational Mechanism
R. DELMONTE
So far. we have described the rules of which the FP is equipped.
We shall now deal with the psycholinguistic and cognitive aspects
of the FP which. as we already said. is a model to simulate the
process of reading aloud any text. From the previous descl'iption.
it would seem that a speaker analyses the utterance proceeding
at first bottom-up. until ail low level rules have been applied to
the structure of PW; subsequently. he should apply high level
rules and he should buiId up IGs operating top-down.
ln fact. the two pl'ocedures will have to interact at certain
points of the utterance so that both low and high level rules
will be applied contemporariIy and fluent reading aloud will
result. Whel'eas the speaker applies low level rules each time
the graphic boundary of a word is reached. to apply high level
rules he will have to wait for the end of an IG. which could
be determined phonologically. lexically. syntactically and func-
tionally or semantically. Intuitively. as he p,'oceeds in the
reading process. the speaker will stress open class words and
destress closed class ones; he will assign internai stress
hierarchy and at the same time he will look for the most adequate
sites to assign main pauses; he will apply external sandhi
l'ules. modifying. if required. the previous internai stress
hierarchy; he will build up pitch contour according to the
intonational typology appropriate to the utterance he is producing;
intonation centre may resuIt shifted to the left if he encounters
logical operators. or to the end of the utterance. provided that
it is not a complex proposition with embedded and subordinate
structures in it.
To carry out such an interchange of rule application between
the two levels of analysis of the utterance. the FP shall have to
jump from one level to the other if need be. Tt will then be
provided with a window which enables it to do a look-ahead in
order to acquire two kinds of information: the one related to
the presence of blanks or graphic boundaries between words.
and the other related to the presence of punctuation marks.
The window we have designed fOl' the FP enables it to inspect
five consecutive words. but not to know which of these words
will become the head of a PW or a PW itself. at least not before
low level rules will apply. The function of the window is then
Iimited to the individuation of possible sites for punctuation
pauses. But this is also what a l'eader will probably do whiIe
reading the text: as a matter of fact. he will surely want to
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know how many graphie words are left before the end of the
utterance is reached. Graphie information provided by the
window is vital then. both for low level and high level rules
application.
As far as low level rules are concerned. the local bottom-up
procedure is wel1 justified since the l'eader will want to know
first if the word ends with a graphie stress mark. assigning
word stress immediately; if this is not the case. he will turn to
the penultimate syl1able. which is the site where Italian words
stress assignment is decided. and he will carry out syllable
count if needed. Word stress rules will apply and internai
stress hierarchy will be assigned.
The main decision to be taken before high level rules may start
to apply regards pauses. As we said before. visual information
may guide the reader together with phonologieal decisions
previously taken. But quantitative count of words still left to
process is only the first criterion. which shaH have to be
confirmed by qualitative analysis on a structural level. Structu-
raHy assigned pauses shall account for subordinate. coordinate
propositions as well as embedded ones . Whereas comma intonation
will have to be assigned to appositives. parentheticals and
non-restl'ictive clauses. subordinate propositions may be assigned
Focus. In this context syntactic closure phenomena are of
paramount importance to the interrelation between the processor.
syntax and semantics . Graphie information - the presence of
one or two commas in the utterance - may thus receive two
completely different interpretations: the FP shall have to
individuate subordinate clauses which are usually preceded by
adverbials, Iinkers or conjuncts such as seJ quando J sebbeneJ
perchè, benchè. etc. which cause temporary information storage
and a suspension of RAF application. Focus goes to the subordinate
only if it comes at the beginning of the utterance and is not a
proposition of the kind of concessives. consecutives. conditionais •
adversatives which are easily detected from the kind of conjunct
introducing them.
As far as embedded clauses are concerned. waiting for the
complete parser to be activated. the FP operates only through
the individuation of verbs and of complementizers. In particular.
the presence of che may induce a pause only if the embedded
clause is right-branching. Completive. like infinitives and
indirect questions. as well as restrictive clauses do not require
a pause unless a lexical subject is present.
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3. Higher level Phonological constituents and rules
45
IVe shaH discuss hereafter only sorne of the theoretical detaiis
involved in the specification of our mode!. As already mentioned
elsewhere. the phonologieal processor (FP) builds its own
prosodie structures separately from syntactic concurrent pro-
cesses. Information from the other grammar components is
required only when the level of Intonational Group (lG) is
reached. that is at the higher leve!. In this case phonological
information is not sufficient and syntactic and semantic structures
shaH have to be computed by the other gram mal' components.
and supplied to the FP. The theoretical proposai which in our
opinion will suit best our performance oriented processor is the
lexical functional one known as LFG. particularly because it
aHows direct syntactic and semantic coding on surface structure,
without the intervention of an intermediate level of transforma-
tional rules. LFG computes semantic information from two basic
subcomponents :
1. a lexicon. where each entry is completely specified so that
only fuHy inf1ected and morphologicaHy complete words are
entered into phrase markers. Each entry has associated
subcategorization features: lexical items subcategorize for
grammatical functions such as SUBJECT. OBJECT and so on,
and not for constituent structure categories. Each entry
exerts selectional restrictions on a subset of its subcate-
gorized functions: the predicate-argument structure of a
lexical item lists the arguments for which there are selec-
tional restrictions. These conditions are listed in a lexical
form in which arguments are paired with functions. as weH
as grammatical function assignment which lists the syntacticaHy
subcategorized functions.
2. context-free rules to generate syntactic constituent structures.
The combination of the descriptions will result in a constituent
structure and a functional structure which represent formaHy
the grammatical relations of the utterance analysed.
3. Functional relations intervening between predicate argument
structure and adjuncts or complements. subcategorizable or
not. are determined both by a theory of control which is an
integral part of the LFG. as weH as by a theory of syntactic
closure which is essential to a theory of performance (see
Delmonte, 1984).
Before going into the description of Focus Assignment Rules
(FAR) we shaH formulate the Rules of IG Construal, diffusedly
exemplified elsewhere (Delmonte. 1983), but also commented
further on :
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RULES OF 10 CONSTRUAL
R, DELMONTE
1. Constituents moved by dislocations. clefting. extrapo-
sitions. and raising. obligatory form at least one 10;
2. Starting with the first PW of an utterance. join into one
10 aIl PWs untiI you reach :
2.1. the last constituent of a VP in Wh- questions and
imperatives;
2.2, the last constituent functionally controlled by a VP.
i.e. an argument or a clause; complements and
adjuncts functionally controlled by the main subca-
tegorizable functions. according to syntactic closure
attachments;
2,3. the last constituent anaphorically controlled by a
supraordinated clause where the matrix Subject
appears. control is expressed at functional level by
thematic restrictions,
We can now distinguish between two kinds of FAR. marked and
unmarked ones. Unmarked FAR are dependent on phonological
and lexical information and give rise to Phonological Focus;
marked FAR are dependent on syntactic and semantic structure
infor'mation and give rise to Logical Focus (see also Oueron.
1980),
Phonological information is used to account for utterances such
as simple declaratives. imperatives. wh- questions. yesfno
questions. echo questions. where the Nuclear Stress Rule
(NSR) can be made to apply in quite a straightforward way.
The NSR (see C & H) •. can be reformulated as follows: "Within
an 10 reduce to secondary stresses aIl prlmary stresses except
the one farthest to the right". as in
(6) J , k 'd' , d 3 3 1.ac stu les secon ary educatIOn
which is derived from an underlying representation where word
stress is assigned phonologically by word stress rules.
1 1 d" 1 2 2 1.(7) Jack stu les secondary educatIOn,
The NSR for English works in the same way fol' Italian. as in:
) N ff 'f' ,1 C'" 'd' 'ff' ,1(8 e a scuo a superwre, wrgw non stu Ja a su /clenza.
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Lexical information is required to label verbs and functional
words to be destressed by the phonological component, and is
used in order to assign focus to wh-questions and imperatives,
as in
(9) Che tipo di libri scrive la persona che hai salutato ieri?
(10) Smettila di far tutto quel baccano quando leggo un libro.
Lexical information is also essential in arder to spot logical
operators which induce emphatic intonation and aUract the
intonation centre of the uUerance in their scope, usually shifting
it to the left, These lexical items are words such as NO, MORE,
MUCH, ALL, ALSO, ONLY, TaO, etc. (see Jackendoff, 1972),
These words modify the semantic import of the uUerance and
aUract the intonation centre to the first PlV in their scope, 01'
in the case of negation, which can modify the whole uUerance,
they move the focus to the following proposition, as in :
(11) Anche Giorgio racconterà una bella storia.
(12) Gli studenti hanno fatto moiti esami nella sessione estiva.
(13) 1/ bandito non ha ucciso il polizlotto.
(14) 1/ bandito non ha ucciso il poliziotta, ma la persona aile
sue spalle.
A second set of FAR, the marked ones, shaH assign logical
focus according to structural information provided by the
parser which shall have to detect those constituents which have
been displaced and moved to the left. IVithin LFG framework,
this information is supplied by the augmentation which is worked
on the context-free c-structure grammar, by means of functional
descriptions which serves as an intermediary between c-structure
and f-structure,
Long distance phenomena like questions, relatives, clefting,
subject raising, extrapositions and so on al'e easily spoUed by
the use of variables which can represent both immediately
dominated metaval'Ïables - specified as subcategorization featm'es
in the lexicon - and bounded domination metavariables, the
nodes to which they will be aUached are farther away in the
c-structure, and are empty in f-structure representation. Focus
is thus assigned to the aBJECT argument of the verb in :
(15) John has sorne books to read,
(16) 1 have plans for tonlght.
(17) Ii is the cream that 1 like.
(18) Ann 1 lov-e-.-
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Other structures like relatives, tough movements. subject
rmsmg behave differently from English: in Italian focus may be
assigned phonologically, mostly, as in :
(19) Ho vista il venta mua vere le foglie.
(20) E'focile per Bruno conquis tore Maria.
(21) Maria è facile per Bruno da conquistare.
(22) Elena ha lasciato istruzioni che Giorgio eseguirà.
(23) A Maria ~_p.!q~{'!.~c!- la proposta che le ha lasciato Gino.
Focus marked with a discontinuous line is optimal and emphatic
and lexically derived by the use of the verb "piacere", but it
is still different from focus marking in the corresponding English
utterance (see Stockwell, 1972).
We can thus formulate the following :
FOCUS ASSIGNMENT RULES
1. Questions
1.1. in wh- questions focus is assigned to the VP;
adverbials and other adjuncts are joined ta the
Verb and receive focus i
1.1.1. according to the functional l'ole assumed by
the al'guments of the verb, focus can be
assigned ta the NP argument acting as Agent
SUBJECT;
1.1.2. if extraposition of PP from NP are in act, or
a question ward like "perché" is pl'esent,
focus is assigned to the PP;
1. 2. in yes/no questions and echo questions, assign
Focus phonologically;
2. Imperatives
Focus is assigned to the Verb according to predicate
argument structure; adjuncts are joined to the Verb
and receive Focus j
3. Declaratives
3.1. if there are arguments displaced to the Ieft of the
SUBJECT, focus will be assigned to the Iast consti-
tuent farthest to the right by NSR; topicalizations,
clefting and some kind of extrapositions attract
focus to the displaced argument;
3.2. if there are propositional complements, focus will be
assigned again by NSR;
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3.3. parentheticals. appositives. non-restrictive relatives
will be assigned comma intonation;
3.4. with multiple embedded structures, focus assignment
is conditioned by the presence of a lexical SUBJECT
non anaphoricaIly controIled by the SUBJECT of a
supraordinated proposition; if so, more lGs will be
built and more than one focus will result;
3.5. adjuncts can be assigned focus only if attached to
the last argument controIled by the predicate.
according to syntactic closure phenomena.
4. The grammatical component
49
The goal of this section is to describe a grammatical component
to supply information to natural language interfaces with unIimited
vocabulary Iike a text-to-speech system by l'ule for speech
synthesis. will include the foIlowing related modules :
a) a lexicon. where items are Iisted and fuIl Iinguistic infor-
mation is pl'ovided; lexical items are chosen so as to cover
aIl most frequent words of the language or sublanguage in
use; also words are accessed in subdictionaries according to
their frequency of usage and function;
b) a morphological analyzel' composed of subdictionaries of
affixes (prefixes. suffixes for inf1ection and derivation.
stems). plus a Iist of lexical l'ules triggered by affixes to
enable matching pl'ocedures to recognize the input string as
a legitimate wOl'd of the language;
c) a syntactic pre-analyzer which deals only with lexical cate-
gories resulting from previous segmentation processes and
tries to strip l'edundant categorial information off each
analysed lexical item; it disambiguates muItiply tagged words
by investigating its local right and left contexts and acti-
vating a transition table or deactivating it;
d) a syntactic parser in the form of ATN (Augmented Transition
Networks) which basicaIly produces a tree structure where
to higher nodes or leaves major syntactic constituent labels
are associated together with gl'ammatical functions and thematic
l'oies.
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The component is concerned with the interrelations existing
between Iinguistic knowledge in terms of grammar - lexicon.
morphology and syntax/ semantics - and the fields of phonetics
and phonology more closely related to speech production. Thus
it is directed towards readjusting 'Yrong decisions made at
phonological level. as weIl as supplying the best available
decision when higher information is indispensible and cannot
possibly be derived only at a phonetic-phonological level.
A morphological and syntactic analyzer interacts with a speech
synthesizer in particular in the following :
a) segmentation and phonemicization procedures when diphthongs
and hiatuses are relatable to the presence/absence of affixes
or exceptional forms to be detected in the lexicon;
b) words stress rules to tell homographs apart with alternate
stress on different syllables of the same graphie word: this
affects both syntactic and semantic analysis;
c) homographs and homophones which lead the syntactic parser
to building a final structure different from the actual one.
This structure building could affect decisions made at point
(d) below;
d) by building major syntactic structures. the analyzer will
enable a text-to-speech system to assign optional pauses. to
let external sandhi rules apply when required but prevent
them from applying when unallowed;
e) it guides the system in assigning (and recognizing. too) the
appropriate intonational structure to every utterance in
accordance with meaning differences - not relatable to ex-
pressiveness, however j
f) a diffm'entiation between syntactically marked intonational
structures which must be assigned a different intonational
and pitch contour from syntactically unmarked or normal
intonational structures; as well as basic stylistic phenomena
quite common in Italian and French Iike right/left dislocations
etc. ;
And here is a description of the four subcomponents of our
grammar. with a specification of their content.
4.1. The Lexicon
• from the frequency Iist of lexica of Italian already being
produced. derive a common core of most frequent basic lemmas
for lexical categories': Noun. Adjective. Verb;
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• produce a comprehensive table of function or grammatical
words, or closed class items which include the following:
prepositions J articles, critics, personal pronouns, relative
pronouns and question words, adverbs J conjunctions J possessive
adjectives and pronouns, quantifiers, intensifiers, indefinite
adjectives and pronouns;
• fl'om a commonly used dictionary of Italian, extract a list of
commonly used words, possibly in terms of morphological
derivation, compounding and create a list of stems for economics,
politics , and business application, as weil as scientific and
technologieal ones;
• information attached to each lexical item is so far made up of
lexical categories or tags to which each item may belong,
Syntactic and semantic information will then be added to each
tag as specified below :
- add subcategorization frames to verbs and number of con-
trollable/governable arguments to each predicate;
- add grammatical functions and thematic l'oies assumed by
each argument of the predicate;
- add semantic Inherent features to nouns and adjectives, and
verbs;
- add semantic adequacy conditions for ail arguments of the
pl'edicates i
- add semantic compatibility conditions for optional arguments
and adjuncts,
4.2. The Morpholag/cal Analyzer
It contains subdictionaries of affixes
• to generate/recognize ail inflected verb forms a tree/ graph
structure will be built in which nodes/leaves contain morpho-
logical information - voice J aspect, tense, persan, geuder -
to be made available at higher constituent level;
• to generate/recognize the most frequent derivations for Noun
and Adjective and Adverb by building graph/tree structures
as above ; for each suffix a set of phonologieal rules and
phonotactic conditions will have to be specified to account for
boundaries modification for different word types;
• in a separate tree/graph noun/adjective alterations and enclitics
will be included to be segmented first, if present;
• the main lexieon will include also the most frequent stems or
semi-words used to build up/recognize compound words;
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• eventually, a subdictionary includes the most fl'equently used
prefixes, which also will have to be segmented at the end, in
a recursive manner - some prefixes can be present twice or
three times; also in this case phonological rules will have to
be incorporated for each prefix;
• when rootsfthemes are affected by morphological variations,
allomorphs of the same basic lemma, the inf1ectedfderived
word is !isted as a separate entry with appropriate information.
4.3. The Syntactic Pre-analyzer
A transition table has been formulated in order to disambiguate
multiple tagged words, 01' homographs. Homographs are quite
common in every language : each entry in the lexicon is assigned
ail category labels that it can assume according to context.
Thus, inspection of the local context - right and left - is the
only means available to reduce ambiguity if not to e!iminate it.
Disambiguation procedures are necessary to avoid useless and
time-consuming backtracking steps to be taken by the parser
when a multiple tagged word is encountel'ed and multiple a r alyses
have to be produced.
The pre-analyzer specifies for each sequence of category labels
in input the allowedfforbidden transitions on the basis of major
01' higher constituency rules, embodied by ATN grammar and to
be produced by the parser.
Thus, if lexical entl'ies have been classified by means of a total
number of twenty category labels, the pl'eanalyzer will have to
specify 20 x 20 = 400 steps of allowedfforbidden transitions in
terms of local restrictions on the combination of category symbols.
Allowable combinations will be chosen according to context-free
rules specified for the ATN grammar, as weil as on the basis of
subcategorization frames infol'mation.
Cooccu1'1'ence conditions will eventually be formulated after an
evaluation test on a sizeable sample has been carried out.
4.4. The Parser
Morphological features associated with each wOl'd in a text, as
weil as category labels filtered out by the pre-analyzer, if
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l'equired, constitutes the backbone on which the parser will
work to produce its recognition procedure,
Othe!' linguistic material, though, is available to the parser and
will make the analysis more reliable and smooth: subcategori-
zation frames are used as the most predictable paths to be
followed after a major constituent has been successfully parsed.
Moreover, semantic features and selection restriction l'ules al'e
introduced as conditions on arcs to disentangle the parser when
required. AIso, morphological features can be used as conditions
for tests such as agreement, which is very important and
reliable for constituency in ltalian.
The parser is built in the form of a top-down ATN (Augmented
Transition Network), trying to restrict backtracking to ambiguous
cases by means of a one word look-ahead mechanism. ATN is
the best documented syntactic analyzer nowadays and the most
reliable.
lt includes the following components :
• a gl'ammar of context-free rules in the form of transition
networks, each network being constituted by major syntactic
category symbols expanded by lexical category labels;
• the augmentation of the transition network, to be worked out
on arcs and states in the fOl'm of conditions and actions.
Symbols and values generated by the prosodie translator
[1] marks primary stress in Open sytlable
[2] marks secondary stress
(3] marks unstressed syttabte
[4] marks semiconsonants CjJ and CwJ in falling and rising diphthongs and triphthongs
[6J marks primary stress in etosed syllable" when followed by sonorants
(7J marks primary stress in ctosed sytlable, wh en followed by consonant clusters
[-] marks junctures, grammatical pauses or pseudo-pauses
Ct] marks non pauses or transitions between two words
[tt] marks possible conditions for phonosyntactic strengthening
[--) marks cLause boundary pause and comma intonation for parentheticals
[=] marks utterance boundary pause and IntonationaL Group boundary
[##] marks end of text pause and Intonational Group boundary
[A] marks questions
[e] marks exclamatives
[1] marks imperatives
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From readjustment rules and focus and saliency assignment l'ules
(5J marks reduced unstressed vowels, with schwa-1ike effect and rewrites value (3J
(9J marks demoted stressed vowels and rewrites values (1 6 7J
[*J marks reinforced long consonants in word body
(0] marks elision of vowels due to assimilation at word boundary
(~] marks potentially prominent or salient syllables
«] marks prominence demotion or fa1liog pitch contour or "comma intonation"
[@] marks 10gical focus or sentence accent
[>] marks phonological focus or emphatic/contrastive stress
fig. 7
Example
6 7 5 3 5 3 1 5 3 2 3 6 3 3 3 43 17
SENTA--NON+MEtNE+IMPORTAtUN+AXXIDENTEtDI+KI+SIA+LEI=#
@O >0 1 6)2
17 5 3 7 7 1 3 3 41 7
XAO--BELLIOMETTO--KOMEtTItKIAMI=#
@O élO 0 OllA
7 5 7 7 2 3 2 3 6 7 3 41 3 7
tSU--SU--PRESTO--STANNOtARRIVANDO#-XBRIGIAMOXI##
00 0 001
336536373467
HOtRAKKOLTOtUNtFUNGOtTUTTO+BIAHKO##
o 1@2 &3
336363317
STAtKANTANDOtTANTE+KANZONI##
o 1 @2
3 41 5 3 3 41 3 6 7
PROVIAMO+AtKAMBIARE+KAMPO##
o SIl Sl2
32153636317
NON+E++STATOtUNtKOLPO+MOLTO+fORTE##
o 1@2S13
433132137337317
QWESTAtKORDA+E+tpOKOtGROSSA-E+TROPPOtKORTA##
012 @3@4
37353632315317
HA+DETTO-KE+INTENDEtRIMAHERE+AtY.ENA##
01 @2@3
3 7 3 3 2 5 3 1 3 417 5 41 3 3 41 3 3 7
-IMPIXY.IATItOE#I+AffARltTUOI--XI+SIAMO+SKOY.Y.IATItDI+TE##
@O 1 @o @1 0 1il1
1 7 7 3 3 43 1 3 7 3 1 7 46 3 43 6 3 23 3 6 3 3 1 3 7
KARA--LA/IATI+GWARDAREtOA+VIXINO--QWANTO+SEI+BELLA-KOI+KAPELLI+LA/ATI+JU+##
@o @O 1 0 !ill 0 1 2 @3 @4
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367 1333377523317637
+JOVANNI--XBRIGATItTI+HOtDETTO#tMltSQNOtX8RIGATO--KALMATI##
@O @OI 0 @O @QI
6 7 6 3 3 1 3 3 3 2 3 6 7 5 41 3 3 1 3 7 6 7
tFRANKA--RENDITltUTIlEtPER+UNA+VOLTA#t%ltSIAMOtKAlMATI+DÂtTEMPO##
@û 0 1 2 0 1 @2
7 3 3 7 43 3 1 3 7 5 43 3 1 7
-XMETTIlA-KON+QWELLA+MUXIKA--XI+HAI+STANKATI##
001 @O @O
3 1 3 8
+TELEfONO##
o.
3 2 3 7
+NEY.E5SITA+##
o.
3 2 3 1 8
+TELEfONATA##
o.
3 102 632318
+Il+MAREtE++MOLTO+AJITATO##
o 1> 2@
3183632318
+Il+MARE--E++MOlTO+AJITATO##
o 1> 26)
R. DELMONTE
43 3 2 3 1 3 2 2 3 2 3 1 3 3 6 3 3 3 2 3 13 2 3 2 43 1 3
-QWESTAtEt+LAtVOÏoE+DELL'ElABORATORE+DEL+%ENTROtD!+SONOLOJIAtKOMPUTAZIONAlE+
o 1 2 3 4
2232373138
+DELl'UNIVERSITA++DltPADOVA##
5 6.
46 3 2 3 6 8 5 3 41 5 3 3 1 3 8 1 3 3 40 3 6 8 13 3 1 3
+QWANDO+SONO+PRONTA--TI+RIKIAMO+Al+TElEFONO--SOlO+SE+HAI+I+SOlOI--FAI+TU+UNA+
016> 234 501
32313318
+TElEFONATAtOOMANI##
2é) 3é)
331537875363857437333185
tA+lI>ANO+IN+lU<O--JAt+AllE+UNOI%I--lA+SABBIA-SKOTTA+PER+ll+SOLE--E+
0123@ 01 2é)
313313363233237
+BA>ARSI+NEL+MARE+OIVENTA+UNA+NE%ESSITA+##
o 1 2 3é)
3133231333378
-VORREI-KE+FOSSE+KOME+SE+TU+%I+FOSSI##
o 1 2é)
323733363
+MI+HANNO+OETTO-KE+Y.E+l'HANNO##
o 1.
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33133313318
+TI+RIPETO-KE+DOMANl+%I+SONO##
o 1@ 2@
7*3 7 43 3 1 3 3 23 3 7 5 7 3 7
VO<O+PROPRIO+VEDERE+KI+RIU!IRA++A+sATTERMI=#
012 3@4B
3 7*3 6 3 1 7 1 3 1 3 3 2 6 3 17
Tl+VO<O+TANTO+BENE--T'AMO+KOME+NESSUN'ALTRA+MAI=#
o @1 @2 0 1 0)2 @3
3 1 5 7 2 3 7 43 7 3 6 3 7 3 1 7
OH+NO--HA+NON+HANNO+PROPRIO-NESSUN+ALTRO+DA+SKO%%ARE----+
>012 0)3
7153373675317
NO- -NO- -NON+ <1+llO+ DE TTO+NULLA/I+ TE+LOtJURO=#
>0 1 OOB
331323737733137
O+<I+SKRIVI+UNA+LETTERA--O+<I+TELEFONI##
o @1 00
3 1 3 3 1 6 3 7 3 3 41 3 3 3 1 3 3 7 3 7
EGREJO+SI>OR+SINDAKO--SONO+lIETO+DI+POTERLE+PROMETTERE----
o @2 0 1 lil2
3 1 3 3 3 1 7 7 5 3 15 3 13 2 3 1 3 7
+SI>ORE-E+SI>ORI--EKKO+A+VOI+UN+DUO+FORMIDASILE=#
o @1 <0 1 2 (;)3 S
2 3 1 3 3 7 1 0 3 1 5 47 2 43 1 7
UNA+KOXA+KOXI++-KARA+A+TE--NON+PUO++DISPIA%ERMI##
o 1 0)2 >0 lil1
2 3 1 3 14 3 3 7 3 1 3 3 7 43 13 3 6 3 7 7
PRENDEREHO+L'AUTOBUS--O+IL+FIlOBUS--O+QWALSIAXI+ALTRO+ME&&O##
o @1 00 <0 <1 @2
1,3 3 3 7 3 7 3 1 3 1 7
QWESTA+MINESTRA+FA+DAVVERO+SKIFO=##
o <il1 @2B
7 5 2 1 7 3 3 3 7 3 7 15
NO--NON+E++VERO--SONO+KAlMISSIMO--IO##
>0 @O @O
3 13 7 3 7 1,3 1,7 3 1 3 3 6 7
ORMAI+NON+HO+PROPRIO+PIU++NESSUNA+SPERANZA----
o >1 2 >3 >4
3133731,373717517
EXIGO-KE+TUTTO+SIA+FATTO+PER+BENE#-KAPITO=#
o 1 2 @3 OOA
3 1 3 1 3 7 5*1 3 0 3 1 7 3 3 1 3 3 7
U!ITE+SUBITO=-lA!ATEMI+IN+PA%E=-ASPETTATE+DI+lA+=#
A A B AI AS A AS
3371375237137
+lO+PORTO++IKARO--lO+KON%EPI++IKARO##
A A A A
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32375313733375313735 3137
+LO+DEFINlttINAJIBILE--UNAtXITTA++INAJlBIlE--E+tINKREDIBIlE=#
1. Jo. A A A B
2 3 3 7 5 1 7 3 3 3 7 5 7 7 5 3 7 5 47 7
+UNA+Y.ITTA++APERTA--UNAtY.ITTAttINTATTA--LO+PORTOttINOIErRO=#
"A A A A "A
3 3 1 3 2 3 1 3 7 5 47 3 2 3 7 7
+UNtPROBLEMAtINSOLUBIlE--UN+PIATTOtINOIJESTO##
A Jo. A A
3 3 41 3 7 3 7 3 3 3 6 3 1 3 7
+UN'UNIONE+IBRIOA--UNAtSTUPENDAtlSOLA##
A A A A
2 3 2 3 2 3 41 5 3 1 3 7 3 3 3 41 5 3 1 3 7 7 3 5 3 1 7
tUNAtRAPPRESENTAZIONE+IKONIKA--UNA+FUNZIONEtIKONIKA--lA/IAMI+ANDARE--
A A A A "1 Jo.
4631531751717
QWANDO-TORNA+ILtPAPA=-OOMANI--KREOO##
Jo. Jo. Jo. A 1\ "
41 0 3 47 7 5 3 2 3 17 5 7
VIENl+IN+VIAJJO=+Tl+DIVERTIRAI--PAPAt=##
" " B Jo. AB
1 3 3 3 7 5 7 7*3 3 1 3 47
ABITOtLAJJU+#-EtNON+VO<O+VERDERTI+PIU+=#
1\ Jo. < A " B
3603 737 17 51332375
AVANTI+IL+PROSSIMO--NOME--KO>OME-E+INDIRIZZO##
" " " " <
433373753172313753137
QWESTO~DIRATTITO----HA+LO+SKOPO----PROGRAMMATIKO----DI~DISKUTERE----
" " " "
3 23137 33137 33737
LA~PROBLEMATIKA----SINTOMATIKA----FUTURISTIKA##
A A A
5 3 3 2 3 1 3 7 2 3 6 3 7 47 3 3 7 7 3 3 41 7
#-TRA+I+LAVORATORI+%'E~~Y,ERTAMENTE+RABBIA--AMAREZZA--DELUXIONE##
01 2@3 @O @O
2 3 7 3 3 7 1 3 3 41 5 3 3 7 3 2 3 3 6 7 5 3 1 47
UNA+LOTTA+KOXI++DURA+SI+KIUDE+AL+DI~SOTTO+DELLE+SPERANZE--E+ANKOR+PIU+~
0123 4 @5 <01
6 3 2 3 41 3 3 7 3 3 1 3 2 3 3 3 3 5 3 1 3 2 3 2 3 1 3
DELLE-IllUXIONI-KE+ESSA-AVEVA+SU/ITATO~(E-KE+AlKUNI+HANNO+E%%ITATO~
2 3 4 5 @O 0 1
2 3 6 5 3 3 2 3 1 5 3 1 3 3 2 3 41 3 43 47 3 2 3 1 3
KOMMETTENDO+UN+PERIKOlOXO+ERRORE)#-l'ESTROMISSIONE-DEI+QWADRI+SINDAKAlI+
2 @3 @4 0 1 2
2 3 1 3 3 7 5 3 2 3 41 3 7 3 1 3 3 3 13 7 3 1 3 3 1 3
ATTRAVERSO+LA+KASSA+INTEGRAZIONE+FA~TEMERE-KE+lA~FIAT-POSSA+ORA+PASSARE~
34 501234
R. DELMONTE
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3 3 2 3 41 7 5 3 3 7 3 3 6 3 3 2 3 7 3 2 3 6 3 3
KONtLAtREPRESSIONE#-EtLA+KAMPA>A+DI+STAMPA+HAtINTRODOTTOtELEMENTItDIt
@5 <0 1 2 3
2 3 41 7 3 3 43 3 6 7 6 5 3 1 3 3 7 3 3 3 2 3 1 3
KONfUXIONE--DIXORIENTAMENTO--MENTREtI+SOLITI-GRUPPltOItpROVOKATORIt
&'14 @O a 1 2 3
1330323153236323323173363
Y.ERKANOtDItINKANALAREtILtMALKONTENTOtKONTROtIL+SINOAKATO--INNALZANDOt
4 5 0 @1 0
3 3 41 3 2 2 3 7 7 5 3 32 7 3 6 5 3 2 3 41 3 3 1 3
LAtBANOIERA+OELL'OLTRANZIXMO--MAtINtREALTA+tRENOENOOtUN+ULTERIOREtSERVIJO+
1 @2 0 1 2 3
3 2 3 1 7 7 43 3 7 47 5 2 3 6 3 3 6 3 3 6 3 3 1 3
AL+PAORONATO#+OA+QWELLAtRABBIA--OAtSENTIMENTI+PROfONOI-KEtVANNO+KAPITlt
@4 00 0 1 2 3
3 2 3 1 7 5 1 5 3 1 3 3 1 3 3 3 41 3 2 3 2 3 1 3 3 41 3
EtRISPETTATI--OKKORRE+INVEY.E-PARTIRE+PER+KOSTRUIRE+UNAtKOMBATTIVAtJESTIONEt
@4 0 1 2 3 4 5
33177713313223313775313
DElL'AKKORDO#tNONtX'Et+SOLOtLA+KRIXItOELL'AUTOMOBILE#-X'EttUNAtKRIXI+
@O >0 >1 2 3 0 1
3 3 2 3 7 3 2 3 41 43 2 3 3 7*0 3 6 7 5 3 41 3 3 3 2 3 13
EtOELtDIXIMPE>O-fINANZIARIOtOELlA+fAMI<AtA>ELLI#tLA+JESTIONE-EtLAtSTRATEJIA+
o 1 @2@3 0 <1
2 5 3 1 3 3 1 2 6 1 5 3 7 0 3 1 43 3* 3 1 7 0 2
tSONO+ItVERI-PROBlEMI+(NONtXERTOtILtKOSTO+ORARIOtOELtLAVORO--KEtEtt
2 @3>0>1 23 &'14
236533733433253743236350373
NETTAMENTE+ALtOltSOTTO+DItQWELLOtOELLEtINDUSTRIEtKONKORRENTI)#tSEtSItIMBOKKA+
o 1 2 ~ 0
313332363377573336324313
LAtSTRADA+DEl+RIXANAMENTOtDELtGRUPPO--BENtPRESTOtSI+DOVRANNO+RIKIAMAREt
1 2 @3 0 1 2
3 7 3 3 6 3 3 2 3 1 3 7 0 3 7 5 3 2 3 41 7 5 43 3 7
INtfABBRIKAtMOLTItLAVORATORI-OJJI+IN+KASSA+INTEGRAZIONE#+SEtQWESTOtNON+
34 50 1 @2
3 1 7 5 7 3 2 3 3 1 3 7 5 7 3 41 5 3 1 3 2 3 2 3 7 7
+SUY.Y.EDE--SItAPRE+UNA+VORAJINE#tDltY.Ot+DOBBIAMO+AVEREtKONSAPEVOLEZZA##
@O 010 12 @3
3 6 3 1 3 3 7 7 6 47 5 7 3 43 3 2 43 6 3 2 3 3 41 3
LO-SKONTROtORAtSI+SPOSTA--DUNQWE--DALtBLOKKOtDEI+LIY.ENZIAMENTltALLAtJESTIONE+
01 @2@0 0 1 2
3 3 1 3 5 3 3 2 3 6 3 2 3 13 5 2 5 3 41 3 3 7*3
DELL'AKKORDO-EtAL+RIXANAMENTO+OELLA+fIAT#tEOtEttUNAtNUOVAteATTA<A
@3 <0 1 0 1
2 3 7 5 3 3 142 5 2 3 6 3 2 2 3 7 3 3 6 3 2 3
DELLA+KLASSE+OPERAIA--KEtKORRISPONDE-ALL1INTERESSEtPROfONOO+DELLAt
2 @3 0 1 2
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3 2 3 7 2 43 1 7 5 43 3 2 3 7 6 3 3 3 2 3*1 7 6 0 2 3 41 7
KOMUNITA++NAZIONAlE#+SEtQWESTE+VERITAttVENGONOtRIKOHOIUTE--MOLTI+ITALIANI--
3 @4 0 1 @2 0 >1
6 3 3 1 3 1 3 7 5 6 3 1 3 1 43 3 413 3 2 3 1 3 2 3 13
ANKE +01 +ï::ET l-l-[) IVERS I--DOVRANNO-D IRE +"GRAZ 1E"tA+QWE 1-lAVORATORI +OEllAtF 1AT+
o 1@2 012 3 4 5
3 6 3 1 3 3 3 2 3 1 3 3 3 3 1 3 7 3 3 13 3 3 3 6 47
KE+ALTRI+~ERKANOtDltDlFFAMARE-E+OI+SPORKARE-KON+LE+BUJIE-E+lE+KALUNNIE
o 1 2 <3 @4 @O
7 3 3 1 3 7 13 3 3 7 5 2 31 7
METTILOtPUREtlI+t-POI+<I+DARO+tUH'OKKIATA##
@OI 012 3 @4
772315332317513
+SI++-S!++-E++DAVVEROtUNtBEl+KAPPELlINO--SI>ORA##
01 2 @3 @O
43 3 1 5 3 3 3 31 7 7 7 3 1 7
SEI+DAVVERO+UN+8ELtKAMPIONE=tNONtX'E++KE+DIRE=#
o @lB >0 >18
3 7 3 43 3 1 7 1 3 3 7 17
E+TUTTAtQWESTA+ROBA--KOXAtSARA++MAI=#
o @1 0 @1@2
373733743467433317
MA+NON+KAPISKONO+PROPRIO+NIENTE--QWESTI+KRETINI=#
>0 1 @2 OOB
756537133137317
STA++ATTENTO+A+NON+FARTI-VEOERE+OA+NESSUNO=#
o 1 >2 >3 @4B
1 7 3 1 3 7 7 3 1 5 3 1 3 47
PREGO--S'AKKOMOOI--FAr.r.A-KOME+A+KAXA+SUA=#
@O @O 01@2B
321331777317
NON+E++MIKA+KAOUTA=-SIE++FATTA+MALE=#
@O @1A 0 @1 @2A
1 43 3 10 2 3 1 3 43 3 7 3 1 3 7
+E+IO+DOVREI+INDOSSARE-QWESTO+STRAr.r.O+OIABITO=#
o 1 2 3 @4 A
37317323137337577
NON+SO-KE+OIRE--E++KAPITATO+TUTTO-KOXI++IN+FRETTA=#
@O 01 2 cBe
43 41 7 5 1 7 5 7 3 2 6 3 2 3 1 3 3 6 7
+SIA+BUONO--LA+PREGO++KON%EOA-UNIALTRA+SETTIMANA+OI+TEMPO##
@O @o 0 1 2 @3
34636531333373137
MA-QWANTE+VOLTE+ANKORA+TE+lO+OOVRO++RIPETERE=#
01 2 @3 @48
2 3 2 3 1 7 5 3 1 3 2 3 41 3 3 6 3 7 5 1 7
+SONO+KOSTERNATO--NON+AVEVO+l1INTENZIONE+OI+ROMPERlO#+MI+SKUXI##
@O >0 1 2 @o
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